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Abstract: 

 

Quantum wells (QWs) and thin films based on band-inverted material HgTe have been 
attracting growing attention since they can realize 2D and 3D topological insulators. Here, we 
discuss the fine structure and optical properties of the bulk and edge states in 2D topological 
insulators based on HgTe QWs. A natural interface and bulk inversion asymmetry, reflecting 
the real atomistic structure of zinc-blende-type QWs, leads to the spitting of the Dirac states 
in HgTe QWs [1]. We discuss how the fingerprints of the zero-magnetic-field splitting of the 
Dirac states could be revealed experimentally by studying magnetotransport phenomena, 
Raman scattering, and THz radiation absorption. The inversion symmetry drastically modifies 
the dispersion, magnetic and optical properties of the helical edge states [2]. In particular, it 
enables the electro-dipole optical transitions between the spin branches of the edge channel 
and gives rise to the linear and circular dichroism associated with the edge states as well as 
the circular and linear edge photocurrents [3]. 
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